Chicago’s ‘Green Alleys’
Rain runoff from parking lots and streets not only requires
expensive drainage and holding facilities, but the water is also
a major contributor to the pollution of lakes and waterways.
Oil, grease, gasoline, and residues from tire wear all add to
the pollutants that drain from where cars are parked.
Alleys in large cities similarly contribute major pollution.
Chicago is a good example. The city has inventoried some
13,000 alleys stretching for 1,900 miles and covering the soil
with 3,500 acres of impermeable surface. Chicago is also
a good example of determination to convert its alleys into
stormwater filters instead of major sources of pollution.
Starting in 2007, Chicago began its gradual conversion
process. Traditional asphalt surfaces are being replaced with
permeable concrete or permeable asphalt, some of it using
recycled materials as an added bonus. The material is placed
over a bed of stones and sometimes microbes are added that
have been found to thrive on oil and other waste materials.
In addition, the surface material is a light color, helping it
to reflect more sunlight in the hot summer months, thereby
reducing the notorious heat-island effect that contributes to
higher energy consumption for air conditioners.
The Chicago Department of Transportation worked with
researchers to develop the materials and techniques used in
this innovative project. The environmentally friendly engineering has received widespread publicity and may well serve as a
model for similar projects in cities nationwide.

SAMPLE ORDINANCE
Similar to the ordinance described on page 7, the City of
Sacramento, California, has a long-standing ordinance that
requires developers to plant and maintain trees throughout
surface parking lots. The ordinance is written to “ensure that
within fifteen years after establishment of the parking lot, at
least 50 percent of the parking area will be shaded.” Sacramento County also has a Parking Lot Tree Shading Zoning Code
that is worth reviewing when considering legal measures.
Trees, sod, and rocks combine to not only make this a more appealing parking
lot, they also reduce storm runoff and help filter pollutants.
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long with our marriage to the automobile has
come its unpleasant relative — the parking
lot. Approximately 10 percent of the surface in
urban areas is dedicated to this storage space for cars,
and its impact on the character of a community is
significant. But with creative landscaping and the use
of trees, there is no reason why parking lots cannot offer
multiple benefits instead of visual blight.
Sometime in the 1920s, the automobile worked its way
firmly into the fabric of American life. It became the very
focal point of urban family life, with one classic study finding
that most people said they were more willing to mortgage
their homes and deplete their life savings than to give up
their car.
Today, the car has evolved from a mere means of enjoyment and personal freedom to an absolute necessity for work
and play. More than 250 million cars now prowl our streets
and byways, more than double the number present in the
latter part of the twentieth century. Millions more are added
each year by foreign and domestic factories. Over 90 percent

of all U.S. households have a car, with most owning more
than one.
With this magnitude of national obsession, it is not surprising that there are few things more challenging than trying
to separate Americans from their cars. This fact of life has
confounded mass transit planners, frustrated national park
managers, and definitely not escaped the notice of merchants
and others who need to attract customers.
Parking lots are here to stay. The mention of closing one,
converting it to another use, or even reducing the number of
stalls is a clarion call to battle with merchants, faculty, workers or others who use the lot. Still, is it necessary for so much
of our community to be a barren sea of asphalt?
In the pages that follow, a case is made for sharing parking lots with trees. When this is done, parking lots become a
multiple-attribute to any business, institution or community.
Parking lots with trees can attract business, enhance the work
place and uplift the quality of life in your community.

